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Abstract Variations of the cholesteryl ester transfer pro-

tein polymorphism (CETP I405V/rs5882) have been asso-

ciated with an increased risk for neurodegeneration,

particularly when examined in conjunction with the epsilon

4 isoform of apolipoprotein E (ApoE4). Despite these

identified relationships, the impact of I405V on gray matter

microstructure remains unknown. The present study exam-

ined the impact of the CETP I405V polymorphism on gray

matter integrity among 52 healthy adults between ages 51

and 85. Gray matter was measured bilaterally using

diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) metrics of fractional aniso-

tropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD),

and radial diffusivity (RD). Participants were grouped

according to a dominant statistical model (II genotype vs.

IV/VV genotypes) and secondary analyses were completed

to examine the interactive effects of CETP and ApoE4 on

DTI metrics. Compared to individuals with the IV/VV

genotypes, II homozygotes demonstrated significantly

higher MD in bilateral temporal, parietal, and occipital gray

matter. Secondary analyses revealed higher FA and AD in

the left temporal lobe of IV/VV genotypes with an ApoE4

allele. Our results provide preliminary evidence that CETP

II homozygosity is a predisposing risk factor for gray matter

abnormalities in posterior brain regions in healthy older

adults, independent of an ApoE4 allele.
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Introduction

Normal aging is associated with a progressive decline in

cellular processes that results in marked reductions in brain

integrity (Tamnes et al. 2013). Structural brain changes

typically occur along an anterior to posterior gradient, and

previous studies have indicated that reductions in brain

volume are most pronounced in gray matter (Raz et al.

2005; Salat et al. 2004; Tamnes et al. 2013). Despite this

pattern of decline, the onset and progression of age-related

atrophy are recognized as variable across individuals (Moy

et al. 2011; Raz et al. 2005; Tamnes et al. 2013). This

variability is likely due in part to individual differences in

genetic risk, vascular integrity, and oxidative stress that

alter the neurophysiology of brain microstructure (Raz

et al. 2010; Resnick et al. 2003; Schmidt et al. 2011).
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Evidence suggests that alterations in cholesterol home-

ostasis may play a role in age-related neurodegeneration

(Dietschy and Turley 2001; Martin et al. 2010; Vance

2012). Localized in myelin sheaths and plasma membranes

of neurons and glia, cholesterol is an important regulator of

nerve conduction, synaptic plasticity, and beta-amyloid

(Ab) production (Björkhem and Meaney 2004; Martin

et al. 2010). Homeostasis of brain cholesterol is largely

determined through extracellular cholesterol transport of

high-density lipoprotein (HDL) complexes via

apolipoprotein E (ApoE), and transfer of cholesteryl esters

between lipoprotein complexes via the cholesteryl ester

transfer protein (CETP) (Ward et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2012).

Both mechanisms of transport are critical for removal of

excess cellular cholesterol and are primarily dependent on

the efficiency of ApoE and CETP (Dietschy and Turley

2001; Oliveira and de Faria 2011; Wood et al. 1999).

Dysregulation of brain cholesterol metabolism increases

with advanced age (Bartzokis 2004; Martin et al. 2010),

and age-related changes in cholesterol homeostasis are

associated with aggregated Ab deposition and tauopathy

(de Chaves and Narayanaswami 2008; Grösgen et al. 2010;

Leoni et al. 2010), predominantly in cerebral blood vessels

and perivascular regions of the cortex (Bartzokis 2004;

Björkhem and Meaney 2004). Accumulation of Ab and

hyperphosphorylated tau causes direct damage to neuronal

cell bodies and myelinated axons (de Chaves and Nar-

ayanaswami 2008), thereby facilitating gliosis and degen-

eration (Adalbert et al. 2007). Decreased CETP can also

result in reduced clearance of oxidized lipids (Oliveira and

de Faria 2011) and neuronal repair (Arias-Vásquez et al.

2007). This effect is particularly damaging in the aging

brain, as age-related increases in iron deposition cause lipid

oxidation in gray matter structures (Ong and Halliwell

2004; Pfefferbaum et al. 2005). Iron accumulation also

promotes Ab oligomerization in gray matter that initiates

vascular dysfunction prior to neurodegeneration (Bartzokis

et al. 2007; Haass and Selkoe 2007). This pathological

cascade places heightened demand on cholesterol transport

efficiency to prevent Ab toxicity in the neurovascular unit

(ElAli and Rivest 2013).

Cholesterol transport efficiency is partially determined

by genetic expression of APOE and CETP polymorphisms

(de Chaves and Narayanaswami 2008; Oliveira and de

Faria 2011), and variations of these genes are believed to

represent predisposing risk factors for neurodegeneration.

The epsilon 4 isoform of APOE (ApoE4) is currently rec-

ognized as the single largest genetic risk factor for late-

onset Alzheimer’s disease (Carter 2007; Coon et al. 2007;

Nagy et al. 1995), and has also been associated with brain

abnormalities in non-clinical populations (Nierenberg et al.

2005; Honea et al. 2009; Heise et al. 2010). The V allele of

the CETP I405V polymorphism (rs5882) is associated with

reduced expression of CETP (Boekholdt and Thompson

2003), yet a clear ‘‘risk’’ allele for this polymorphism has

not been defined. Previous studies have examined the

relationship between I405V and gray matter and reported

mixed results regarding genotypic risk and brain integrity

(Oliveira and de Faria 2011). It has been suggested that the

relative risk of I405V alleles may depend on dynamic

interactions with ApoE4 and individual health status

(Qureischie et al. 2009), and these relationships might be

observed at the microstructural level.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a non-invasive tech-

nique that provides detailed information about brain

microstructure in vivo (Basser and Pierpaoli 1996).

Directional patterns of water movement are visualized

using eigenvectors of three principles axes of the diffusion

ellipsoid. Axial diffusivity (AD) and radial diffusivity (RD)

are derived from the eigenvectors and measure water dif-

fusion parallel and perpendicular to axon fibers, respec-

tively, and can therefore provide independent information

regarding myelin and axonal integrity (Alexander et al.

2007; Basser and Pierpaoli 1996). The diffusion tensor can

also be used to calculate scalar metrics of mean diffusivity

(MD) and fractional anisotropy (FA), which measure the

rate and directional restriction of diffusion within an image

voxel, respectively (Alexander et al. 2007; Basser and

Pierpaoli 1996). When examined in white matter,

decreased FA typically corresponds to decreased AD and

increased RD and MD, reflecting degeneration likely as a

result of axonal loss (Bennett et al. 2010; Burzynska et al.

2010).

Although DTI is commonly used for the assessment of

white matter integrity, evidence suggests that DTI can

reveal age-related changes in the diffusion orientation of

gray matter (Jacobs et al. 2013; Molko et al. 2001; Oreja-

Guevara et al. 2005; Pfefferbaum et al. 2010). Previous

research has identified longitudinal increases in gray matter

diffusivity (expressed as decreased FA and increased MD)

in the frontal and parietal lobes of older individuals with

declining memory (Jacobs et al. 2013). By contrast, a

longitudinal study of healthy older adults reported increa-

ses in both FA and MD (Pfefferbaum et al. 2010), sug-

gesting that healthy older adults demonstrate a distinct

pattern of gray matter changes that are different from those

with cognitive deficits. While AD and RD have tradition-

ally been used for the assessment of myelinated axon

integrity, evidence suggests that the diffusion direction of

gray matter occurs both parallel (axial) and perpendicular

(radial) to the cortical surface (McNab et al. 2013; Miller

et al. 2011). Thus, AD and RD in the gray matter are

believed to reflect microstructural integrity of pyramidal

cells that are differentially oriented throughout the cortical

layers (Briggs, 2010). Examining age-related changes in

gray matter microstructure may provide further insight into
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biological mechanisms of macrostructural gray matter

atrophy that is characteristic of both normal aging and

neurodegenerative disease. Thus, DTI metrics of diffusivity

and anisotropy have advantages over traditional magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) methods for the assessment of

gray matter microstructure.

Research has indicated that CETP and ApoE are par-

tially responsible for homeostasis of cholesterol and

clearance of toxic iron products from gray matter (Leoni

et al. 2010; Stukas et al. 2014). The CETP 1405V poly-

morphism and genetic variations of APOE have been

identified as risk factors for dysregulated brain cholesterol

and transport deficiency, which may have a significant

impact on gray matter microstructure. The present study

examined the impact of the CETP I405V polymorphism on

gray matter integrity in 51 healthy older adults between the

ages of 51 and 85. Gray matter was measured using DTI

indices of MD, FA, RD, and AD. Secondary analyses

evaluated the interactive effects of CETP and APOE

polymorphisms on gray matter integrity in a subset of these

individuals.

Methods

Participants

Data were collected from a primarily Caucasian sample of

52 older individuals enrolled in a larger ongoing study of

healthy cognitive aging. Individuals were recruited from

the community through local print and radio advertise-

ments and the Research Participant Registry of the Wash-

ington University Institute of Clinical and Translational

Sciences (ICTS). A trained research assistant completed all

pre-enrollment screening procedures. All English-speaking

individuals over the age of 50 were considered for enroll-

ment. Exclusion criteria were based on the following:

history of a medical or neurological condition capable of

influencing cognition (e.g., thyroid disease, multiple scle-

rosis, etc.), diagnosis of any Axis I or II psychiatric con-

dition with the exception of treated depression, history of

significant head injury (defined as a loss of consciousness

[30 min.), current or past substance abuse, treatment-de-

pendent diabetes, and contraindications for MRI (e.g.,

claustrophobia). A physician visually inspected all MRI

scans for gross radiological abnormalities (e.g., hydro-

cephalus) and those with abnormal scans were excluded

from the study.

The Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein

et al. 1975) was used to identify individuals with possible

dementia. Because our study focused on identifying genetic

relationships to brain integrity in older adults, we aimed to

exclude individuals who met criteria for dementia. As such,

individuals who scored\24 on the MMSE were excluded

from participation.

Blood pressure was measured at three time points during

a separate cognitive appointment that occurred within

1 month of the neuroimaging session for the majority of

participants. Average systolic and diastolic blood pressure

were used to objectively measure the presence of hyper-

tension. Those with hypertension (defined as systolic blood

pressure C140 or diastolic blood pressure C90) were not

excluded given the base rate frequencies of hypertension in

older populations, but frequencies of hypertension were

measured between groups to account for potential

confounds.

All individuals provided informed consent prior to par-

ticipation in study procedures and all were financially

compensated for their time. All study procedures were

approved by the local institutional review board (IRB) of

the corresponding institutions.

Imaging protocol

Neuroimaging procedures were completed using a head-

only Magnetom Allegra 3T MRI at Washington University

in St. Louis, MO (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Ger-

many). The 3T Allegra has powerful performance gradients

with a maximum strength of 40 m/T/m in a 100 ls rise

time and a slew rate of 400/T/m/s. Acquisition parameters

were designed to maximize whole-brain coverage and

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while minimizing artifact.

Subject head movement was restrained through specialized

foam pads and application of surgical tape across the

forehead. Total scan time was less than 1 h. Each scanning

session began with the collection of a scout scan consisting

of three orthogonal planes to confirm head positioning. The

same scanner hardware and vendor operating software

were used through the duration of the study to ensure

quality control of the acquired data.

A T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisi-

tion gradient echo (MP-RAGE) sequence (Mugler and

Brookeman 1990), double-echo proton-density (PD)/T2-

weighted turbo spin echo (TSE) sequence, and a T2-

weighted fluid-attenuated inversion-recovery (FLAIR) TSE

sequence (Hajnal et al. 1992) were used to obtain whole-

brain structural scans. Standard shimming was imple-

mented to adjust for magnetic inhomogeneities.

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) acquisition

A customized single-shot multi-slice echo-planar tensor-

encoded imaging sequence was used to acquire 31 unique

diffusion gradient directions that were repeated to give a

total of 62 diffusion-weighted volumes. The gradients were

chosen to given good q-space coverage, with 24 gradients
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at b = 996 s/mm2, four gradients at b = 1412 s/mm2, and

three gradients at b = 680 s/mm2. Ten baseline images

were acquired and interleaved in the diffusion-weighted

scans to allow for improved motion correction in later

processing. Sixty-four contiguous slices were obtained per

contrast with a 128 9 128 matrix and field of view (FOV)

of 256 9 256 mm (isotropic 2.0 9 2.0 9 2.0 mm voxels).

Total relaxation time was 7.82 s and total echo time was

86.2 ms using a full-Fourier transform. Seventy-two

acquisitions were averaged across 2 repeat scans. Neu-

roimaging data were saved to a CD and then backed up on

a custom operating system.

Diffusion metrics

Diffusion-weighted volumes were corrected for motion and

eddy current-induced artifacts through affine registration to

the first b = 0 volume using FSL FLIRT. The orientations

of the gradient encoding directions were corrected by the

rotation induced by these registrations, and brain tissue was

extracted using FSL BET [brain extraction tools; Oxford

Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB)]. Diffu-

sion tensors were fit to each voxel and volumetric maps of

FA, MD, RD, and AD were computed. Freesurfer version

5.1.0 was used to segment the high-resolution T1-weighted

volume, producing lobe regions-of-interest that included

bilateral frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital gray

matter. The T1-weighted image was then rigidly registered

to the diffusion FA volume using FSL FLIRT with mutual

information. Each region was then resampled to diffusion

space using this transform with nearest-neighbor interpo-

lation, and the average values of FA, MD, RD, and AD

were computed in each region.

To ensure that diffusion variability across subjects was

not due to partial volume averaging within the cere-

brospinal fluid (CSF), we calculated the diffusion tensor

and MD from different b values in the intermediate/high

range, excluding the b = 0 data from the analysis. By

eliminating the b = 0 data in the analysis, the tensor can be

calculated using DWIs in which CSF signal is suppressed.

We thus made a new analysis where we computed the

tensor without using the five I0 images (i.e., using only 3

perpendicular directions with b = 680, the 24 directions

with b = 996, and the 4 tetrahedral directions (b = 1412)).

The CSF effect on the resulting MD measures was reduced

to negligible levels for almost all regions, based on semilog

signal decay graphs (data not shown). Finally, distortion in

the shape of gyri across the different diffusion weightings

was not a major issue, as eddy current effects were mini-

mal, evidenced by the lack of need to apply higher order

transformations to co-register the different diffusion-

weighted images and slices in this study. Statistical

analysis of the re-computed MD values revealed findings

that were consistent with the results observed using the

b = 0 data, suggesting that CSF contamination was an

unlikely cofactor in this study.

Genotyping

Genomic DNA from saliva samples was obtained using the

Oragene DNA collection kit (DNA Genotek, Ottawa,

Canada). Samples were shipped to Genetic Repositories

Australia at Neuroscience Research Australia for process-

ing using the Autopure LS nucleic acid purification system

(QIAgen, Hilden, Germany).

The CETP I405V polymorphism (rs5882) and APOE

SNPs at positions 112 (rs429358) and 158 (rs7412) of the

peptide sequence (Weisgraber et al. 1981) were genotyped

using the Sequenom MassArray system. APOE isoform

genotypes were assigned as previously described (Salmi-

nen et al. 2013). The allelic frequencies of all SNPs were

within Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (rs5882, v2 = 1.32,

df = 1, p = 0.25; rs429358, v2 = 3.43, df = 1, p = 0.06;

rs7412, v2 = 2.77, df = 1, p = 0.1).

Data analysis

Statistical analyses for the primary aims were completed

using SPSS 21. Participants were grouped according to a

dominant genetic model, where individuals with at least

one V allele (IV/VV genotypes) were compared to

individuals with the homozygous II genotype. Demo-

graphic variables such as age, gender, race, and years of

education were examined between groups using either

Chi square analyses or independent samples t-tests.

Presence of hypertension, self-reported high cholesterol,

and use of statins was also examined between groups

A series of multivariate analyses of variance (MANO-

VAs) were completed to examine the isolated impact of

I405V on gray matter integrity, with genetic status serving

as the independent variable [II (n = 11) vs. IV/VV

(n = 19)] and DTI scalar metrics serving as the dependent

variables in each MANOVA. To minimize covariance, all

dependent variables were grouped by diffusion metric (e.g.,

FA, MD, RD, AD), and measures of lobular gray matter

were additionally grouped by hemisphere. Individuals with

an ApoE4 allele were excluded from this analysis.

To assess how CETP (II vs. IV/VV), APOE, and age

predict FA, MD, AD, and RD metrics in each lobe, mul-

tivariate and univariate regression models were applied

with CETP, APOE, and age as predictors and DTI metrics

as the outcome variables. To assess the interaction effects

between CETP and APOE, interaction terms were added to

the previous regression models. Analyses were performed
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separately for the left and right hemispheres. Given the

small numbers associated with the outcome measures, AD,

MD, and RD values were multiplied by 100,000 and FA

values were multiplied by 1000 to improve readability and

avoid possible round-off errors. T statistics and p values

were not affected by this approach. All secondary analyses

were carried out in R (version 3.0.2).

Results

Primary analysis-isolated I405V

No significant group differences were observed on demo-

graphic or health variables between groups (Table 1).

A significant multivariate main effect for MD was

observed in lobular gray matter of the left hemisphere

[Wilks’ K = 0.654, F (4,25) = 3.309, p = 0.026, partial

eta2 = 0.346] and right hemisphere [Wilks’ K = 0.688,

F (4,25) = 2.830, p = 0.046, partial eta2 = 0.312]. Com-

pared with IV/VV genotypes, II genotypes demonstrated

significantly higher MD in bilateral temporal, parietal, and

occipital lobes, with a bilateral trend effect for higher MD

in the frontal lobe (Table 2).

Bilateral trend effects were observed between groups for

the multivariate outcome variable of AD [left hemisphere

Wilks’ K = 0.705, F (4,25) = 2.611, p = 0.060, partial

eta2 = 0.295; right hemisphere Wilks’ K = 0.709,

F (4,25) = 2.571, p = 0.063, partial eta2 = 0.291].

Specifically, individuals with II genotypes exhibited higher

AD in gray matter of all four brain lobes compared to IV/

VV genotypes, but the differences did not reach statistical

significance (Table 2). A similar multivariate trend effect

was observed on left hemisphere RD between groups

[Wilks’ K = 0.696, F (4,25) = 2.732, p = 0.052, partial

eta2 = 0.304] (Table 2).

No significant differences were observed in gray matter

FA for the left [Wilks’ K = 0.836, F (4,25) = 1.229,

p = 0.324, partial eta2 = 0.164] or right hemispheres

[Wilks’ K = 0.895, F (4,25) = 0.730, p = 0.580, partial

eta2 = 0.105] between II and IV/VV genotypes. A Se-

quential Bonferroni correction was applied to the univari-

ate outcomes of MD in both MANOVAs to identify the

most robust relationships between I405V and gray matter

diffusion. Group differences remained statistically signifi-

cant in the left occipital lobe and right parietal lobe after

applying the correction (Table 2; See Supplement for

adjusted cutoffs).

Table 1 Participant

characteristics
II (n = 22) IV/VV (n = 30)

Genotype (±) ApoE4 (-) ApoE4 (±) ApoE4 (-) ApoE4

Agea 56.64* ± 3.47 66.82 ± 9.38 61.00 ± 8.43 62.53* ± 7.58

Education, years 15.64 ± 1.96 13.82 ± 1.83 15.30 ± 2.91 15.21 ± 2.51

Total (n) 11 11 11 19

Gender (n)a

Male 2 5 3 7

Female 9 6 8 12

Race (n)

Caucasian 11 9 8 12

African American 0 2 3 5

Hispanic 0 0 0 2

Hypertensionb, % 27.3 45.5 20.0 26.3

High cholesterolc, % 50.0 50.0 77.8 31.3

On statinsc, % 27.3 18.2 27.3 5.3

On antidepressantsc, % 9.1 0.0 27.3 5.3

* p\ 0.05 statistically significant age differences were observed between II genotypes with an ApoE4

allele and IV/VV genotypes with no ApoE4 allele
a No significant differences were observed on age (p = 0.182) or gender (p = 0.643) between CETP

groups, negative for an ApoE4 allele
b Hypertension was determined by computing the average blood pressure measured across three time

points. Participants were categorized as ‘‘hypertensive’’ based on systolic blood pressureC140 or diastolic

blood pressure C90
c Cholesterol was evaluated via self-report questionnaires. Data were unavailable for seven participants.

The percentage of individuals on statins and antidepressants was determined from lists of self-reported

medication use provided on the demographic questionnaires
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Secondary analyses

Univariate regression analyses of each genotype showed

that AD, MD, and RD metrics were lower in bilateral gray

matter of the frontal and parietal lobes among individuals

with the IV/VV genotype after including age in the

regression model. The effect of APOE did not reach sta-

tistical significance (Table 3).

The regression analysis on CETP, APOE, and age

revealed a significant interaction between CETP and APOE

for FA (p = 0.036) and AD (p = 0.028) in the left tem-

poral lobe (Fig. 1a, b). Among carriers of an ApoE4 allele

in the IV/VV group, FA and AD in the left temporal lobe

were significantly higher by 23.19 9 10-3 s/mm2

(t = 2.16, p = 0.04) and 4.93 9 10-5 s/mm2 (t = 2.27,

p = 0.03), respectively. Among non-carriers of an ApoE4

Table 2 Relationships between

CETP status and diffusivity

metrics

Primary analysisa, b II IV/VV F p partial eta2

M, SD M, SD

MD

Left hemisphere

Frontal 0.989 ± 0.0767 0.950 ± 0.0485 2.93 0.098 0.095

Temporal 0.901 ± 0.0523 0.859 ± 0.0351 6.95 0.013* 0.199

Parietal 0.999 ± 0.0867 0.937 ± 0.0447 6.84 0.014* 0.196

Occipitalc 0.858 ± 0.0621 0.803 ± 0.0397 8.91 0.006* 0.241

Right hemisphere

Frontal 0.990 ± 0.0795 0.946 ± 0.0503 3.38 0.077 0.108

Temporal 0.912 ± 0.0650 0.868 ± 0.0457 4.43 0.044* 0.137

Parietalc 1.011 ± 0.0841 0.944 ± 0.0429 8.46 0.007* 0.232

Occipital 0.867 ± 0.0620 0.818 ± 0.0442 6.16 0.019* 0.180

ADd

Left hemisphere

Frontal 1.13 ± 0.0814 1.09 ± 0.0491 2.67 0.114 0.087

Temporal 1.07 ± 0.0566 1.02 ± 0.0400 8.03 0.008* 0.223

Parietal 1.13 ± 0.103 1.06 ± 0.0436 6.72 0.015* 0.194

Occipital 10.0 ± 0.0983 0.94 ± 0.0380 6.22 0.019* 0.182

Right hemisphere

Frontal 1.13 ± 0.0835 1.09 ± 0.0526 3.47 0.073 0.110

Temporal 1.09 ± 0.0762 1.04 ± 0.0521 4.81 0.037* 0.147

Parietal 1.15 ± 0.0101 1.07 ± 0.0419 9.21 0.005* 0.248

Occipital 1.01 ± 0.0835 0.95 ± 0.0390 4.96 0.034* 0.151

RDc

Left hemisphere

Frontal 0.919 ± 0.0748 0.880 ± 0.0485 3.04 0.092 0.098

Temporal 0.816 ± 0.0357 0.778 ± 0.0357 5.56 0.026* 0.166

Parietal 0.932 ± 0.0804 0.873 ± 0.0459 6.61 0.016* 0.191

Occipital 0.786 ± 0.0503 0.734 ± 0.0418 9.19 0.005* 0.247

Right hemisphere

Frontal 0.917 ± 0.0777 0.875 ± 0.0495 3.30 0.080 0.105

Temporal 0.823 ± 0.0621 0.785 ± 0.0450 3.79 0.062 0.119

Parietal 0.941 ± 0.0791 0.880 ± 0.0442 7.39 0.011* 0.209

Occipital 0.793 ± 0.0497 0.751 ± 0.0475 5.31 0.029* 0.159

a Individuals with an ApoE4 allele were excluded from the primary analysis. II genotypes (n = 11) were

compared against IV/VV genotypes (n = 19)
b Diffusivity was measured in non-standard units of s/mm2

c MD in the left occipital and right parietal lobes remained significant after applying a Sequential Bon-

ferroni correction (See Supplement for adjusted cutoffs)
d Results of the multivariate omnibus test for AD and RD did not reach statistical significance in either

hemisphere
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allele, left temporal FA and AD were lower by 5.63 9

10-3 s/mm2 (t = -0.82, p = 0.41) and 1.9 9 10-5 s/mm2

(t = -1.37, p = 0.18), respectively, but these relationships

did not reach statistical significance. No significant inter-

actions were observed in other brain regions or between

APOE carrier status and individuals with the II genotype of

CETP. Subsequent analyses to control for multiple com-

parisons using false discovery rate (FDR) revealed no

significant differences by groups (Table 3).

Discussion

Results from the present study revealed distinct patterns of

gray matter abnormalities among otherwise healthy older

adults with genetic variations of the CETP I405V poly-

morphism. Compared to individuals with a V405 allele, II

homozygotes demonstrated diffuse abnormalities in bilat-

eral gray matter of all four brain lobes, independent of the

presence of an ApoE4 allele. These effects were significant

in gray matter of the left frontal and left parietal lobes after

adjusting for the effects of age in the secondary analyses.

Interactive relationships between CETP and APOE on DTI

metrics were limited, with the exception of higher FA and

AD in the left temporal lobe of IV/VV genotypes with an

ApoE4 allele evidenced in the unadjusted analyses. Col-

lectively, our results indicate that the II genotype of I405V

represents an independent risk factor for gray matter

decline among healthy older adults. This study also pro-

vides preliminary evidence that the V405 allele may confer

regional neuroprotection against gray matter damage in the

presence of an ApoE4 allele.

Previous studies have reported conflicting relationships

between I405V and brain integrity (Arias-Vásquez et al.

2007; Izaks et al. 2012; Murphy et al. 2012; Qureischie

et al. 2009; Rodrı́guez et al. 2006; Sanders et al. 2010; Yu

et al. 2012). Among community-dwelling older adults, VV

homozygotes have been associated with a slower rate of

memory decline compared to II homozygotes (Sanders

et al. 2010). Izaks et al. (2012) also reported a significant

interaction between V405 homozygosity, age, and

increased cognitive function among a community sample

Table 3 Regression outcomes

for IV/VV genotypes and

ApoE4 after controlling for age

Metrica Lobe Genotype Regression estimate SD t value p valueb

AD Left parietal IV/VV -3.684 1.737 -2.121 0.039*

ApoE4 1.256 1.826 0.688 0.495

Left frontal IV/VV -3.236 1.446 -2.238 0.030*

ApoE4 2.708 1.521 1.781 0.081

Right parietal IV/VV -3.794 1.807 -2.099 0.041*

ApoE4 1.108 1.900 0.583 0.563

Right frontal IV/VV -2.948 1.513 -1.948 0.057

ApoE4 0.335 1.591 0.211 0.834

MD Left parietal IV/VV -3.363 1.611 -2.087 0.042*

ApoE4 1.121 1.694 0.662 0.511

Left frontal IV/VV -3.179 1.361 -2.336 0.024*

ApoE4 2.308 1.431 1.613 0.113

Right parietal IV/VV -3.168 1.647 -1.923 0.061

ApoE4 1.095 1.732 0.632 0.530

Right frontal IV/VV -2.768 1.418 -1.952 0.057

ApoE4 0.285 1.491 0.191 0.849

RD Left parietal IV/VV -3.202 1.576 -2.032 0.048*

ApoE4 1.054 1.657 0.636 0.528

Left frontal IV/VV -3.150 1.336 -2.358 0.023*

ApoE4 2.109 1.404 1.501 0.140

Right parietal IV/VV -2.856 1.614 -1.770 0.083

ApoE4 1.088 1.697 0.641 0.525

Right frontal IV/VV -2.678 1.383 -1.937 0.059

ApoE4 0.259 1.454 0.178 0.859

* p\ 0.05
a AD, MD and RD metrics were measured in s/mm2

b Additional analyses to control for the false discovery rate (FDR) revealed no significant interactions

between groups. See Supplement for FDR adjusted p values
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of adults over the age of 65. Conversely, longitudinal

studies of brain aging have associated V405 homozygosity

with an increased risk for Alzheimer’s disease (Arias-

Vásquez et al. 2007), increased rate of cognitive decline,

and higher density of neuritic plaques at autopsy compared

to II homozygotes (Yu et al. 2012).

Evidence suggests that variability in the results of pre-

vious studies noted above may be due to interactions

between I405V and ApoE4. Murphy et al. (2012) reported

a protective effect of V405 on medial temporal lobe

volume among individuals with an ApoE4 allele. Among

ApoE4 non-carriers, however, the I405 allele was protec-

tive against medial temporal lobe atrophy at baseline

examination and over a one-year period (Murphy et al.

2012). This is noteworthy since the interaction observed in

the present study resulted in higher FA in the left temporal

lobe. Although the functional consequences of increased

FA in temporal lobe gray matter have not been defined,

previous research in patients with multiple sclerosis has

associated increased gray matter FA with greater severity

of cortical lesions and clinical impairments (Calabrese

et al. 2011; Rovaris et al. 2005). Conversely, findings by

Jacobs et al. (2013) revealed negative associations between

decreased FA and cortical thinning in posterior gray matter

regions of individuals with memory difficulties. Consider-

ing the methodological parameters of these studies,

increased temporal lobe FA in IV/VV genotypes with an

ApoE4 likely reflects greater integrity of gray matter

microstructure. While it is currently unclear why interac-

tive effects of APOE and CETP were specific to the tem-

poral lobe, one possibility is that CETP activity is

heightened in this brain region in order to compensate for

temporal lobe beta-amyloid aggregation associated with

the ApoE4 allele. This interpretation remains conjecture at

this point and further research is needed to determine the

clinical significance of directional changes in gray matter

FA. Future studies utilizing Pittsburgh compound B (PIB)

imaging are warranted to determine the potential interac-

tion between I405V and amyloid deposition in the brain

(for review see Rabinovici and Jagust 2009).

Secondary results revealed independent effects of CETP

on MD in frontal and parietal gray matter after adjusting

for the effects of age. These findings partially support the

work by Jacobs et al. (2013) who reported decreased FA

and increased MD over a 12-year period in frontal and

parietal lobe gray matter of individuals with declining

memory. In contrast to results of the present study, changes

in gray matter diffusivity were only observed in individuals

with cognitive abnormalities (Jacobs et al. 2013). Previous

research has indicated that age-related microstructural gray

matter changes may be too subtle to significantly influence

FA values (Castriota-Scanderbeg et al. 2003), likely due to

the minimal directional restriction of water diffusion in

healthy gray matter. It is possible that there is a minimum

threshold of microstructural gray matter damage that is

necessary to alter FA values, and this may be region-spe-

cific. If so, this would explain why previous studies have

observed FA changes in specific gray matter regions among

clinical populations (Jacobs et al. 2013; Molko et al. 2001;

Taoka et al. 2007; Wieshmann et al. 1999), whereas no

significant differences were observed among the healthy

participants in the primary analysis of this study. It is

possible that FA changes in frontal and parietal gray matter

Fig. 1 a, b The significant interactive effects of CETP and APOE in

gray matter of the left temporal lobe. ApoE4 (?) represents

individuals with at least one e4 allele, whereas ApoE4 (-) represents

individuals without an e4 allele
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reflect neurodegenerative processes underlying clinical

pathology, whereas MD changes in these regions reflect

normal aging. Further research is needed to investigate

potential mechanisms by which changes in scalar metrics

occur in aging gray matter.

Genetic differences in DTI metrics were observed as

simultaneous increases in gray matter MD, RD, and AD

(referred to as an absolute increase in diffusivity) and rel-

atively stable FA in non-carriers of an ApoE4 allele.

Increased absolute diffusivity in gray matter is consistent

with patterns of white matter decline observed in the

advanced stages of Wallerian degeneration and amy-

otrophic lateral sclerosis (Burzynska et al. 2010; Cosottini

et al. 2005; Thomalla et al. 2004). While decreased AD and

increased RD could reflect initial stages of axon fragmen-

tation that disrupt the myelin sheath, progressive degra-

dation of myelinated axons activates microglial

phagocytosis of excess cellular debris, and a resultant

increase in AD (Acosta-Cabronero et al. 2010). In this

scenario, increased absolute diffusivity will occur inde-

pendent of FA changes because there is a proportional

change in water movement both parallel and perpendicular

to the diffusion ellipsoid. Thus, phagocytic clearance of

axonal fragments allows for decreased water restriction

facilitating faster diffusion in all directions (Acosta-Cab-

ronero et al. 2010). In gray matter, these changes may be a

result of local tissue shrinkage, neuronal loss in juxtacor-

tical white matter, demyelination of neurons in gyral cores

and subarcuate fibers, and increased unbound interstitial

fluid in the neurovascular unit (Jacobs et al. 2013; Pfef-

ferbaum et al. 2010).

Results of the present study suggest a unique relation-

ship between genetic variations of CETP and gray matter

diffusion among older adults, yet the biological mecha-

nisms by which genetic variations of the I405V polymor-

phism influence gray matter integrity are currently

unknown. I405V is a missense polymorphism in exon 14 of

the CETP gene that has shown to be associated with

alteration of CETP function (Boekholdt and Thompson

2003; Thompson et al. 2008). In the peripheral nervous

system (PNS), CETP facilitates triglyceride enrichment of

densely packed LDL complexes resulting in lipid oxidation

and cholesterol deposits in the sub-endothelial space of the

artery wall (Havel 2000). Over time, cholesterol deposition

progressively damages the vessel lumen promoting

atherosclerosis, risk for occlusion, and systemic hypoper-

fusion (Carter 2007). Previous studies have shown that

each of these factors is associated with reduced brain

integrity due to alterations in blood supply that stem from

pathological changes in peripheral vasculature. Cerebral

changes in this context can be considered a secondary

effect of chronic vessel damage in the PNS. Because

lipoproteins do not readily cross the blood brain barrier

(Björkhem and Meaney 2004; Vance 2012), altered CETP

expression in the CNS may be an independent risk factor

for structural abnormalities.

Given the limited literature investigating brain-behavior

relationships with CETP I405V, we were unable to make

an apriori hypothesis regarding cognitive difficulties

associated with II versus IV/VV genotypes. As such, we

chose to focus on genetic differences in brain integrity

versus cognition, to establish preliminary relationships

between region-specific differences in gray matter and

CETP genotypes. It is important that future studies con-

sisting of larger cell sizes investigate relationships between

I405V, gray matter diffusivity, and cognition to determine

the applicability of these findings in a clinical setting.

In addition, we cannot infer conclusions related to the

relationship between genetic status, dyslipidemia, and

concentrations of brain cholesterol as lipid panels and CSF

metabolites were not measured in this study. While inclu-

sion of such measures in future studies could provide

supplementary information regarding the relationship

between PNS and CNS cholesterol levels, these markers

cannot elucidate the nature of cholesterol transport effi-

ciency in vivo. Thus, grouping individuals according to

genetic variations known to influence cholesterol transport

represents a strength of our study. Examination of iron

content was also beyond the scope of this study and

therefore we are unable to comment on the potential

influence of iron on the results presented herein. We

acknowledge that localized differences in iron content may

mediate relationships between I405V genotypes and gray

matter changes, and recommend using additional imaging

modalities (e.g., susceptibility-weighted imaging) to mea-

sure iron content in future investigations of I405V and gray

matter diffusion.

A few limitations of this study should be noted. The

limited cell size of individuals within each analysis war-

rants caution when interpreting the external validity of our

results. Caution is further warranted when interpreting the

results of secondary analyses given the reduced cell sizes

and the restricted relationships evidenced in the adjusted

analyses. As such, the results do not provide conclusive

evidence of I405V/ApoE4 interactions on gray matter

integrity. Nevertheless, statistically significant group dif-

ferences observed in the primary analyses yielded large

effect sizes that may reflect genuine differences between

genetic variations of I405V. In addition, we cannot infer

conclusions related to the relationship between genetic

status and concentrations of brain cholesterol as CSF

metabolites were not obtained in this study. While inclu-

sion of such measures in future studies could provide

supplementary information regarding the relationship

between PNS and CNS cholesterol levels, measured

metabolites cannot elucidate the nature of cholesterol
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transport efficiency in vivo. Thus, grouping individuals

according to genetic variations known to influence

cholesterol transport represents a strength of our study.

This cohort has also been the subject of other genetic

analyses (Salminen et al. 2013; Salminen et al. 2014a, b)

and as a group these studies have not been subject to

multiple testing correction. It is important that future

research investigations examine larger cohorts of older

individuals to confirm the results presented herein.

Conclusion

Results of the present study provide preliminary evidence

that the II genotype of the CETP I405V polymorphism is

associated with significant abnormalities in gray matter

microstructure compared to those with a V405 allele.

Importantly, the most robust group differences were

observed when I405V genotypes were examined indepen-

dent of an ApoE4 allele. A combined effect of IV/VV and

ApoE4 on increased FA in gray matter of the left temporal

lobe was observed in a subset of participants. Taken

together, results of the present study demonstrate novel

patterns of gray matter aging that may be attributable to

genetic risk factors for dysregulated cholesterol transport.

Further studies employing larger sample sizes are needed

to determine the degree of interaction between I405V,

ApoE4, and gray matter microstructure in a comparable

sample of otherwise healthy older adults. Additional

research investigating the impact of genetic variation of

I405V on white matter indices will be an important next

step in understanding the neural correlates of genetic risk

associated with this polymorphism.
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